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Abstract

The use of word embeddings is an important
NLP technique for extracting meaningful con-
clusions from corpora of human text. One
important question that has been raised about
word embeddings is the degree of gender bias
learned from corpora. Bolukbasi et al. (2016)
proposed an important technique for quantify-
ing gender bias in word embeddings that, at its
heart, is lexically based and relies on sets of
highly gendered word pairs (e.g., mother/father
and madam/sir) and a list of professions words
(e.g., doctor and nurse). In this paper, we doc-
ument problems that arise with this method
to quantify gender bias in diachronic corpora.
Focusing on Arabic and Chinese corpora, in
particular, we document clear changes in pro-
fession words used over time and, somewhat
surprisingly, even changes in the simpler gen-
dered defining set word pairs. We further
document complications in languages such as
Arabic, where many words are highly polyse-
mous/homonymous, especially female profes-
sions words.
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We document hurdles in applying a popular gen-
der bias measurement technique using word em-
beddings of profession words and highly gendered
word pairs for diachronic corpora in Arabic and
Chinese.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) plays a signif-
icant role in many powerful applications such as
speech recognition, text translation, and autocom-
plete and is at the heart of many critical automated
decision systems making crucial recommendations

about our future world. Word embedding systems
are widely used to represent text data as vectors
and enable NLP computation. Systems such as
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
ingest large corpora of human text and can be used
to learn semantic and syntactic relationships be-
tween words.

At the same time, it has been demonstrated that
these systems learn a wide variety of societal bi-
ases embedded in human text including racial bias,
gender bias, and religious bias (Caliskan et al.,
2017; Abid et al., 2021). In a widely cited paper,
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) demonstrated that a system
trained with a corpora of Google News would com-
plete the word comparison “man is to computer
programmer as woman is to what?” with the re-
sponse “homemaker” suggesting an alarming level
of gender bias when used in tasks such as sorting
resumes for computer programming jobs. Chen
et al. (2021) extended these techniques beyond En-
glish to eight other languages (Chinese, Spanish,
Arabic, German, French, Farsi, Urdu, and Wolof)
and applied them to Wikipedia corpora in each of
these languages. They documented persistent gen-
der bias and lack of representation in the modern
NLP pipeline.

NLP research often uses large, modern datasets
like Google News and Wikipedia. Developers of
a wide variety of NLP-based applications begin
with large pre-trained models that are also based
on large corpora of human text (Bender et al.,
2021). These pre-trained models also largely re-
flect the speech/writing of modern English speak-
ers producing digital text. The speech/writing of
speakers of the more than 7,000 languages spoken
worldwide is often under-represented (Wali et al.,
2020). Similarly, historical speech/writing is often
under-represented despite the fact that historical
speech/writing is often considered foundational to
cultural identity. Investments in multilingual NLP
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and processing of diachronic corpora are essential
if we want our NLP-based automated decision mak-
ing systems to more widely reflect foundational
cultural norms and identity from around the world.

The inspiration for this paper was to re-examine
Bolukbasi et al.’s popular NLP-technique for quan-
tifying gender bias from the perspective of apply-
ing it to diachronic corpora in Arabic and Chinese.
Specifically, Bolukbasi et al.’s method begins with
identifying a set of profession words and a set of
highly gendered word pairs (defining set). In this
paper, we explore the degree to which these words
might change over time. We document ways in
which this method is fundamentally fragile for di-
achronic corpora because of the way these sets of
words would change over time.

In Section 2, for background, we elaborate on
Bolukbasi et al. and Chen et al.’s multilingual ex-
tensions and some other relevant related work. Sec-
tion 3 describes our experience with two different
diachronic Arabic corpora, especially the impact
on changes in profession set words over time. In
Section 4, we discuss changes in some defining set
words in Chinese using the Google Ngram Viewer.
We conclude and discuss future work in Section 5.

2 Background and Related Work

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) pioneered a method for
quantifying the amount of gender bias learned in
by word embedding systems and many researchers
have built on their techniques including Chen et al.
(2021) who observed substantial hurdles in extend-
ing the techniques beyond English. In this paper,
we build on both Bolukbasi et al. and Chen et al.’s
work to examine additional hurdles that would arise
when attempting to apply these techniques to di-
achronic corpora.

Bolukbasi et al.’s original method is based on
two sets of words. The first set (the defining set)
consists of 10 highly gendered word pairs (she-he,
daughter-son, her-his, mother-father, woman-man,
gal-guy, Mary-John, girl-boy, herself-himself, and
female-male) and the second (profession set) con-
sists of 327 profession words such as nurse, teacher,
writer, engineer, scientist, manager, driver, banker,
musician, artist, and chef. They used the differ-
ence between the defining set word pairs to define
a gendered vector space and then evaluated the re-
lationship of the profession words relative to this
gendered vector space. Ideally, profession words
would not reflect a strong gender bias. However,

in practice, they often do. According to such a
metric, the word doctor might be male biased or
the word nurse female biased based on how these
words are used in the corpora from which the word
embedding model was produced.

Bolukbasi et al. (2016) uses these two sets of
words to compute a gender bias metric for each
word and from there to express the gender bias of
a corpora. Specifically, each word is expressed
as a vector by Word2Vec and then the center of
the vectors for each defining set pair is calculated.
For example, to calculate the center of the defini-
tional pair woman/man, they average the vector
for “woman” with the vector for “man”. Then,
they calculate the distance of each word in the def-
initional pair from the center by subtracting the
center from each word in the pair (e.g., “woman”
- center). They then apply Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to the matrix of these distances.
PCA is an approach that compresses multiple di-
mensions into fewer dimensions, ideally in a way
that the information within the original data is not
lost. Usually, the number of reduced dimensions is
1-3 as it allows for easier visualization of a dataset.
Bolukbasi et al. (2016) used the first eigenvalue
from the PCA matrix (i.e. the one that is larger
than the rest). Because the defining set pairs were
chosen to be highly gendered, they expected this
dimension to be related primarily to gender and
therefore called it the gender direction or the g di-
rection. Finally, the g direction is a vector, and
there is a vector representing each word. There-
fore, they used cosine similarity between the vector
for each word, w, and the g direction vector as the
measure of gender bias for that word. For a corpora
or other collection of words, one can average the
gender bias of words contained in the corpora as
a measure of gender bias in the corpora using the
equation of Bolukbasi et al. (2016) for the direct
gender bias of an embedding:

DirectBiasc = 1
|N |

∑
w∈N

| cos(w⃗, g)|c

where N is the given gender neutral words, and
c is a parameter that determines the strictness in
measuring gender bias.

Chen et al. (2021) extended the Bolukbasi et al.’
method to eight languages besides English - Chi-
nese, Spanish, Arabic, German, French, Farsi,
Urdu, and Wolof. In order to do so, they first
made modifications to the defining set to make
it more translatable across the 9 languages. For
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example, they dropped pairs like she-he, her-his,
gal-guy, Mary-John, herself-himself, and female-
male because of problems in translation for some
languages and adding pairs like queen-king, wife-
husband, and madam-sir. Second, they observed
that the Bolukbasi et al.’s method cannot be ap-
plied directly to languages such as Spanish, Arabic,
German, French, and Urdu that primarily use gram-
matically gendered nouns (e.g., escritor/escritora
in Spanish vs. writer in English). They solved this
problem using a weighted average of the number
of occurrences of each variant of the professional
word (male, female, or neutral) multiplied by the
gender bias score for that variant.

In this work, we build on both (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Chen et al., 2021) and focus on the unique
challenges that arise when applying these tech-
niques to diachronic corpora. Specifically, we
examined changes in both the profession set and
defining set over time in Arabic and Chinese. Cer-
tainly, professions have changed drastically over
that amount of time and so a method based on pro-
fession set words like Bolukbasi et al.’s method will
have substantial challenges. We explored this using
corpora including a database of Arabic poems span-
ning 11 eras from the Pre-Islamic period (before
610) to modern day. While we saw less change
over time in the usage of the simpler defining set
words than in the profession set words, we did ob-
serve some interesting changes in even the defining
set words over time, especially in Chinese. In the
process of this work, we also documented further
complications in languages such as Arabic, where
many words are highly polysemous/homonymous,
especially female professions words.

Wevers (2019) also used word embeddings to
examine gender bias over time. They used a col-
lection of Dutch Newspaper articles spanning over
four eras (1950-1990), training four embedding
models per newspaper, one per era, using the Gen-
sim implementation of Word2Vec to demonstrate
how word embeddings can be used to examine
historical language change. They observed clear
differences in gender bias and changes within and
between newspapers over time. Slight shifting of
bias was observed in some themes like shifting to-
wards female bias in themes related to sexuality
and leisure (mostly seen in newspapers with reli-
gious background). Shifting towards male bias in
themes related ‘money’, ‘grooming’, and negative
emotions, especially in newspapers with a liberal

background, was also observed.

Rudolph and Blei (2018) developed dynamic
embeddings building on exponential family em-
beddings to capture the language evolution or how
the meanings of words change over time. They
used three datasets of the U.S. Senate speeches
from 1858 to 2009, the history of computer science
ACM abstracts from 1951 to 2014, and machine
learning papers on the ArXiv from 2007 to 2015.
They demonstrated how words like Intelligence,
Iraq, computer, Bush, data change their meaning
over time. They observed that the dynamic em-
beddings provided a better fit than classical embed-
dings and captured interesting patterns about how
language changes. For example, a word’s meaning
can change (e.g., computer); its dominant mean-
ing can change (e.g., values); or its related subject
matter can change (e.g., Iraq).

Xu et al. (2019) demonstrated the characteriza-
tion of the semantic weights of subword units in
the composition of word meanings. They used a
subword-incorporated or a word embedding model
variant for the evaluation and revealed interesting
patterns change in multiple languages. Their train-
ing datasets consist of Wikimedia dumps for 6 Lan-
guages (up until July 2017) consisting of Chinese
and other Indo-European languages like English,
French, German, and Italian. The results revealed
major differences in the long-term temporal pat-
terns of semantic weights between Chinese and
five Indo-European languages. For example, in
Chinese, the weights on subword units (characters)
show a decreasing trend, i.e., individual characters
play less semantic roles in newer words than older
ones whereas the opposite trend was observed in
other languages. Therefore, Chinese words are
treated more as a whole semantic unit “syntheti-
cally”, while words in Indo-European languages
require more attention into the subword units “ana-
lytically”. These results provide evidence towards
word formations to the linguistic theories. For ex-
ample, the notion of “word” in Chinese is always
changing: Modern Chinese has multiple characters
as a whole semantic unit opposite to its older coun-
terpart. The semantic weight carried by a single
character is decreasing over time. This is strong
evidence in support of the claim that Chinese has
been evolving towards more detailed multisyllabic
words from concise and monosyllabic words.
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Time Periods Number of Books Vocab Size Token Size
Books Before Islam 3 16,460 39,255
Books Before 1900 2,820 2,075,505 566,366,883
Books After 1900 773 1,335,027 136,870,579
Duplicate Books 11 - -
Unknown Books 2,931 - -
All Shamela’s Books 6,527 2,520,372 703,276,717

Table 1: Measurements of Shamela Library dataset in terms of the number of books, vocabulary size (unique
words), and token size (all words) for each time period. We did not train a GloVe model on the unknown books
alone or the duplicate books and therefore are not reporting vocab size and token size.

3 Changes in Arabic Over Time

Building on both Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and Chen
et al. (2021), we consider how the sets of profession
words required by the Bolukbasi et al.’s method
would need to change over time in Arabic. We
begin by describing two diachronic datasets that
we used and how we processed these datasets, then
we describe the changes in the profession word
usage over time.

3.1 Datasets and Methodology

In this paper, we use two Arabic datasets: Shamela
Library ( �éÊÓA ��Ë@ �éJ. �JºÖÏ @) that is released by Shamela
Library Foundation (2012), and Arabic Poem Com-
prehensive Dataset (APCD) by (Yousef et al.,
2018). Shamela Library is a free project that col-
lects thousands of Islamic religious and other re-
lated sciences books. APCD is a collection of Ara-
bic poems spanning 11 eras, from the Pre-Islamic
(before 610) to the Modern age (1924 - Now).
Arabic NLP researchers commonly use these two
datasets to study Arabic classics.

We processed the Shamela Library dataset ver-
sion of 6,538 Arabic books (6,527 unique books af-
ter removing duplicates) in Microsoft Word format
(1997-2004).1 The books in this corpora were not
labeled according to the publication dates. Thus, to
study the language change over time in the Arabic
language, we further classified Shamela’s Arabic
books into three different time periods based ei-

1We contribute the scripts we wrote to process these
corpora and overcome several challenges with the data. For
example, one challenge we faced was correctly converting
back and forth between the Arabic Windows-1256 to the
Unicode (UTF-8) encoding schemes. The Arabic books were
written in an old version of Microsoft Word (1997-2004),
which caused encoding scheme conversion errors, resulting in
unreadable characters by native Arabic speakers or even NLP
tools. Scripts can be found here: https://github.com/
Clarkson-Accountability-Transparency/
gBiasRoadblocks

ther on their publication date or the authors’ date
of death when publication date was not available.
We identified books written before Islam or be-
fore 610 (only three books), books written before
1900 (2,820 books), and books written on or after
1900 (773 books). We were not able to identify
publication dates or the authors’ dates of death of
the remaining 2,931 books due to not having any;
Table 1 summarizes some key attributes of this
dataset.

We also processed the APCD, an Arabic poetry
dataset that is collected mainly from the Poetry En-
cyclopedia ( �éK
Qª ��Ë@ �é«ñ�ñÖÏ @) that is released by
Abu Dhabi Department of Culture and Tourism
(2016) and Diwan ( 	à@ñK
YË@) (Diwan, 2013). Un-
like Shamela, this dataset was already labeled by
era, making it a good choice for studying language
change over time. It has, before preprocessing,
approximately 1,831,770 poetic verses labeled by
their meter, the poet’s name, and the era they were
written in. One drawback of this corpora is that it
is relatively small. Table 2 summarizes some key
attributes of this dataset.

We then produced a total of 16 GloVe models
(Pennington et al., 2014) from the three time peri-
ods of Shamela, the 11 eras of APCD, all Shamela,
and all APCD.2 Each GloVe model is a context-
independent model that produces a one-word vector
(word embedding) for each word even if that word
appears in the context a few times unlike BERT
and ELMo (Devlin et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018).
Each GloVe model provides vocabulary size, to-
ken size, and word vectors. It is important to note
that before training GloVe models, it was necessary
to preprocess the two datasets using Linux/Unix
command-line utilities like tr (for translating or

2Bolukbasi et al. (2016) used Word2Vec to generate word
embeddings, and in this paper, we chose GloVe instead be-
cause GloVe performs better than Word2Vec in the Arabic
language (Naili et al., 2017)
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Eras Poetic Verses Vocab Size Token Size
Pre-Islamic (before 610) 21,907 60,082 204,450
Islamic (610-661) 2,942 12,388 24,461
Umayyad (661–750) 63,776 119,533 610,563
Between Umayyad and Abbasid 24,077 65,220 221,058
Abbasid (750–1258) 234,494 252,339 2,156,195
Andalusian (756–1269) 111,011 151,503 1,024,653
Fatimid (909–1171) 124,129 172,460 1,171,842
Ayyubid (1174–1252) 112,350 152,165 1,061,503
Mamluk (1250–1517) 164,780 198,748 1,550,669
Ottoman (1517–1924) 159,576 186,795 1,492,132
Modern (1924 - Now) 778,723 462,478 7,146,135
All APCD’s eras 1,797,765 736,576 16,663,658

Table 2: Measurements of Arabic Poem Comprehensive Dataset in terms of number of poetic verses, vocabulary
size (unique words), and token size (all words) for each era.

deleting characters), sed (for filtering and trans-
forming text), iconv (for converting between en-
coding schemes), and awk (for pattern scanning
and language processing), along with CAMeL tools
(Obeid et al., 2020), an open-source python toolkit
for Arabic NLP, to dediacritize the Arabic diacriti-
cal marks and remove unnecessary characters.

3.2 Modern and Historical Professions

We began with a consideration of how the profes-
sion sets used in Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and Chen
et al. (2021) would need to change over time. First,
we identified 50 modern profession words that we
expect would simply not exist in the older time
periods/eras in Shamela and APCD datasets.3 For
example, the profession of electrician would not
have existed before the advent of electricity. Sec-
ond, we identified 50 historical profession words
that we think exist in older time periods/eras in
Shamela and APCD datasets but which are much
less common in modern times.

As in Chen et al. (2021), we further categorized
each word based on gender. In Arabic, most profes-
sion words have a male variant and a female variant
in which the spelling is changed slightly based on
gender, for example female pilot ( �èPA��J
£) and male

pilot (PA��J
£). Linguistically, many professions that
would be extremely uncommon for men or women
do have a male or female version of the word (e.g.,
it is rare for a woman to have the profession cham-

3We point to an expanded technical report with the full list
of used modern and historical profession words. The report
can be accessed here: https://lin-web.clarkson.
edu/~jmatthew/LChange2022/

berlain/head of staff (I. k.� A
�g), but there is a female

word for that profession). However, in some cases,
either the male or female version does not even
exist linguistically (e.g., there is no male word of
midwife ( �éÊK.� A

��̄) profession). There are also more

rare neutral words, like musician (PA ��®J
��ñÓ), that is
used for both genders with no spelling changes.

In the APCD dataset, we found, as expected,
that there are some modern professions that occur
noticeably only in the modern era of the Arabic
poems, but do not appear at all in the previous
historical eras, such as the male engineer (�Y� 	J

�ê �Ó)
that occurs 17 times, and the neutral profession of
an electrician (ù


K� AK. �Qê
�
») that occurs only four times

in the modern age, indicating that those modern
professions are increasingly appearing in the mod-
ern age of the Arabic poems and confirming that
Arabic native speakers (i.e., Arabs) still use the
poems as an effective way to document the Arabic
language changes over time.

On the other side of history, in the Shamela
dataset, we found that a few historical professions
frequently occur in the time periods before 1900
but not significantly after 1900. Some professions
reflect essential shifts in legality. For example,
one profession that is fortunately no longer legal

or acceptable is male slaver (�A
��	m�
�	'). Fortunately,

the male slaver profession appears much less often
(only 12 times) in the time period after 1900, while
it appears unpleasantly 118 times before the 1900
time periods. As another example, male chamber-
lain/head of staff (I. k.� A

�g) appears 9,518 before the
1900 time periods, but only appears 914 times in
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Figure 1: a. A word cluster of chosen GloVe’s most sim-
ilar words of the female profession trader ( �é

�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó) in
Shamela Library dataset in the time period before 1900,
demonstrating that its word cluster is including different
words with different meanings due to its homonymy.
b. A word cluster of chosen GloVe’s most similar words
of the female profession trader ( �é

�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó) in Shamela Li-
brary dataset in the time period after 1900, illustrating
that a new related-trading activity word joining the pro-
fession word cluster, (trade/È �ð@ �Y��K)4

the time period after 1900, showing that this male
profession/position is on its way to extinction.

3.3 Polysemous/Homonymous Professions

The Arabic language is one of the most morpho-
logically rich languages, with a high level of or-
thographic ambiguity, causing native speakers to
use the optional diacritical marks to differentiate
between two words (Grosvald et al., 2019).5

We noticed in the Shamela Library dataset that
a few modern profession words change their con-
notations over time, and many profession words
have alternate meanings due to the Arabic’s ortho-
graphical ambiguity. We also found that this was
especially true of female profession words. For
example, the word ( �é �� ��P �Y�Ó) for female teacher also

means a school building ( �é �� �P �Y�Ó), another word

( �è �PA��J
 �£) for a female pilot also means an airplane

4English translations of the word clusters are automat-
ically generated using Google Translator API that is in-
cluded in the deep-translator Python model (https://
deep-translator.readthedocs.io).

5In our preprocessing, we removed the optional diacriti-
cal marks as is generally recommended for Arabic NLP as a
first step to reducing some data sparsity (Obeid et al., 2020).
Unfortunately, removing diacritical marks increases the ortho-
graphic ambiguity, but retaining them would lead to a high
degree of variance for the same word because the placement
of diacritical marks varies with the grammatical placement of
the word in a sentence. It is a difficult tradeoff for Arabic NLP
that other researchers are attempting to tackle with advanced
techniques, such as stemming and lemmatization (Kadri and
Nie, 2006; Mubarak, 2017).

( �è �PA��J
 �£). In all these cases, this complicates the use
of both word counts and word embeddings in track-
ing the relative uses of profession words over time.

One homonymous example is the female trader
( �é
�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó) profession. The same word ( �é
�
Ë �ð@ �Y��J �Ó) also

means common, famous, familiar, or circulating
to describe a current news event. We see this al-
ternate meaning dominate the usage of the word,
complicating any attempt to study the prevalence
of females engaged in this profession. Interest-
ingly, we see evidence of change over time in the
usage of this word. To investigate the semantic
meaning of related words to the trading activity,
we studied GloVe’s most similar words (calculated
based on the cosine similarity between two word
vectors) for this profession word in two time peri-
ods of the Shamela Library dataset: before 1900
and after 1900. As shown in Figure 1a, before
1900, none of most similar words reflect the trad-
ing profession word ( �é

�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó). However, in Figure
1b, after 1900, we see a word related to trading
activity (trade/È �ð@ �Y��K) appear in the most similar
words of GloVe model. Thus, the connotation of
the female trader ( �é

�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó) profession is changing
over time to more often reflect the actual profession
of female trader ( �é

�
Ëð� @

�Y��J �Ó) and not just the alternate
meaning of current news events.

3.4 Illegal Professions

In the religion of Islam, some professions are for-
bidden, for example, all types of usury, and serving,
selling, or drinking alcohol. We examined a set of
illegal/religiously forbidden profession words in Is-
lam across the 11 ages of the Arabic poems, such as
male usurer (ú
G.� @

�Q �Ó), female usurer ( �éJ
K.� @ �Q
�Ó), male bar-

tender (ú

�̄
� A
��), and female bartender ( �é�J
�̄� A ��). Specif-

ically, we closely focused on the diachronic seman-
tic meaning change of the bartending profession
words in the parallel eras of the APCD dataset. In-
terestingly, we found that bartending profession
words in the early ages of the Arabic poems like
Pre-Islamic, Islamic, and Umayyad only point to
providing water to people but not serving wine even
though the wine does exist. Those bartending pro-
fession words are polysemous and could carry other
meanings like the male bartender (ú


�̄
� A
��) could have

a meaning of the phrase ‘my leg’ (ú

�̄
� A
��), while the

female bartender ( �é�J
�̄� A ��) could have as well the
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Figure 2: a. A word count of the occurrence of the male
bartender (ú


�̄
� A
��) across the 11 ages of the Arabic poems

in the APCD dataset, showing the related meanings of
the profession word like serving water, wine, or could
be entirely meaning something that entirely unrelated to
the profession word’s meaning of serving drinks.
b. A word count of the occurrence of the female bar-
tender ( �é�J
�̄� A ��) across the 11 ages of the Arabic poems in
the APCD dataset, showing the related meanings like
serving water, wine, or could be entirely meaning some-
thing that entirely unrelated to the profession word’s
meaning of serving drinks.

meaning of ‘a water creek or an aqueduct’ ( �é�J
�̄� A ��).

To thoroughly investigate the occurrence of
those profession words regarding their correlation
with water – the allowed/halal drink, and the wine
–– the forbidden/haram drink in Islam, we manu-
ally analyzed the Arabic poems of each age and
decided whether that word occurrence is a water-
related meaning, wine-related meaning, or other
unrelated meanings to both of the drinks. Figure
2a shows that the male bartender (ú


�̄
� A
��) profession

word started to appear in the Arabic poems as a
profession of serving alcohol generally, wine exclu-
sively, as a symbol of love, passion, and adoration
for women from the age of between Umayyad and
Abbasid until the Modern age.

One example of that is when the Ab-
basid Arabic poet, Abu Bakr Al-Sanobi
(ø
 QK. ñ

	J�Ë@ QºK. ñK.

@), said in his famous poem,

the Pole of Pleasure in the Descriptions

of Wines (PñÒ	mÌ'@ 	¬A�ð

@ ú


	̄ PðQå�Ë @ I. ¢
�̄):

“O bartender of wine, do not forget
us, O Goddess of Oud, spur singing

( A�	J 	ª� Ë @ ú

���æ �k X� ñ �ªË@

�é��K. P AK
ð − A 	J� 	���K B Q�Ò
�	mÌ'@ ú


�̄
� A
�� A�K



@)."

Another example of that in another age, the Ot-
toman age, is for the Arabic poet, Abdul Ghani Al-
Nabulsi (ú
æ�ÊK. A

	JË @ ú

	æ 	ªË @ YJ.«), said in this romantic

poem, Bartender O Bartender (ú

�̄ A� AK
 ú


�̄ A�): "Bar-

tender O bartender, Give me some of his remaining
wine (ú


�̄
� A
�J. Ë @ è�Q�Ô

�	g 	áÓ� ú

	æ�J

�®��@ − ú


�̄
� A
�� A�K
 ú


�̄
� A
��)

Similarly, in Figure 2b, the female bartender
( �é�J
�̄� A ��) started to appear as a profession of serv-
ing wine from the age of between Umayyad and
Abbasid until the Modern age as same as the
male bartender (ú


�̄
� A
��) profession word, except

they did not appear in the two ages of Ayyubid
and Ottoman. While the female and male bar-
tender ( �é�J
�̄� A �� ð ú


�̄
� A
��) surprisingly appeared in cor-

relation with wine in the Arabic poems despite
its religious forbiddance, both of the two pro-
fession words also refer to water-related words.
For example, the female bartender ( �é�J
�̄� A ��) refers
to the ‘water creek or aqueduct.’ One example
to show that is when the Modern Arabic poet,
Rashid Ayoub (H. ñK



@ YJ
 ��P), said in his poem: “I

sat in the meadow alone at the water creek, in
which the water echoed the sound of my melodies",��é�J
�̄� A ��

�Y 	J«� ø
 Y� g
�ð 	�� ð ��QË @ ú


	̄
�

��I�
�
Ê �g.

ú

	G� A
�mÌ'
�
@ �Hñ �� A�îD
	̄� Z A �ÜÏ @ �X ��X �Q�K


4 Changes in Chinese Over Time

Although our primary focus in this study has been
on Arabic, we found interesting evidence of change
over time in Chinese as well. Classical Chinese (be-
fore 1900) uses a vocabulary and grammar that dif-
fers significantly from modern Chinese. We were
surprised to find evidence not just of changes in
professions over time, but also changes in defining
set words. As we found in the diachronic corpora in
Arabic, we expected changes in profession words
over hundreds of years, but thought that the more
fundamental defining set words like woman/man,
girl/boy and madam/sir would not change substan-
tially.

In Chinese, the word ‘woman’ can be translated
in many ways, including “女子”, “女人”, and “妇
女”. The word “女子” was popularly used in an-
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Figure 3: A timeline of word frequencies of different
translations of word ’woman’: “女子”, “女人”, and “妇
女” that were found in multi-sources printed between
1500 and 2019 using Google Books Ngram Viewer.

cient times, but its usage has decreased in modern
writing. In Figure 3, we used Google Books Ngram
Viewer to chart the word frequencies of the differ-
ent translations of the word ’woman’: “女子”, “女
人”, and “妇女” found in sources printed between
1500 and 2019 in Google’s Books corpora in En-
glish, Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Italian,
Russian, or Spanish (Karch, 2021). This shows us
that as languages evolve over time, defining sets,
like profession sets, may also have to evolve to mea-
sure gender bias using methods like the Bolukbasi
et al. (2016)’s method.

Besides using Google Books Ngram Viewer, we
also assembled a small collection of works that
might be considered “classics” in Chinese span-
ning the period 475 BC - 1992, for example 司
马迁 (Records of the Grand Historian) by Qian
Sima,萧红 (Tales of Hulan River) by Hong Xiao,
and论语 (The Analects). We found that roughly
half of the profession words used by Chen et al.
(2021) did not appear, and that also two of the
defining set words “boy” and “madam” used did
not appear. Interestingly, Google Books Ngram
Viewer showed that the word ‘madam’ was used
very frequently between 1905 and 1910, but our
small classics corpora did not include texts written
in that time period. Again, these results indicate
that as languages evolve over time, profession sets
and even defining set words would have to evolve
to measure gender bias.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In order for NLP to reflect the rich multilingual,
multicultural, and historical heritage of human text,
it is essential that NLP techniques be extended be-
yond modern digital English text to multilingual
and diachronic corpora. In this paper, we have
explored the challenges of applying an important

technique for measuring the gender bias learned
by word embedding systems to diachronic corpora.
We also have shown how techniques like those pi-
oneered by Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and extended
by Chen et al. (2021) have fundamental limitations
when analyzing corpora spanning large periods of
time. We showed that their technique based on an-
alyzing the gender bias of profession words would
have difficulty because professions change drasti-
cally over hundreds of years. Interestingly, we also
documented changes in defining and profession
set words over time and also challenges with poly-
semous/homonymous profession words especially
female profession words in Arabic.

In this paper, we have focused mostly on iden-
tifying the problems with techniques applied suc-
cessfully to measure gender bias in modern corpora
like Google News or Wikipedia. In the future work,
we plan to focus more on modifying profession
sets and defining sets over time to overcome these
problems. Our results indicate that as languages
evolve over time, defining sets and profession sets
would have to evolve to measure gender bias.

In this study, we focused on Arabic and Chinese,
but we would like to extend our work to more lan-
guages. Adding an English corpora may be our
next step. Although we like to actively focus on
languages besides English, English can serve as an
important comparison point because so much of
the modern NLP tool chain has been optimized for
English. We may be able to study the impact of
changes in profession sets and defining sets over
time with fewer complicating factors. We would
also like to experiment with different advanced
Arabic NLP techniques like stemming and lemma-
tization (Kadri and Nie, 2006; Mubarak, 2017) and
see how applying such techniques could improve
the results and reduce Arabic’s orthographical am-
biguity or even other Arabic NLP-related current
issues like correcting spelling errors, especially in
Arabic dialects, where there are no official orthog-
raphy rules (Habash et al., 2018).
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